Editing and Exporting the Personal Story
Creating a Project With Adobe Premiere Pro
• Open Adobe Premiere Pro and create a new project
• Give your Adobe project a name that is appropriate for the project you’re working
on. In this case YourLastName_PS.
• In the LOCATION drop down find your hard drive and save the project to there.
If Adobe can’t find your hard drive for some reason, save it to the DESKTOP.
• Next, create a new sequence once you’re on the main Adobe layout. Do this by
clicking the timeline area so it’s highlighted by a yellow line.
• Next, click FILE > NEW > SEQUENCE from the top menu bar.
• A box will pop up. In the available presets, select:
AVCHD > 720p60
Importing Elements Into Adobe Premiere Pro
• You should’ve created a folder on your hard drive called PERSONAL STORY
and within that folder you should have folders titled AUDIO, PHOTOS, VIDEO (if
you’re using video) with the appropriate content in each.
• Drag the PERSONAL STORY folder onto your desktop from your hard drive.
• In Premiere, click on the tab, in the lower left corner, titled PROJECT
• Drag the PERSONAL STORY folder into the PROJECT window.
Saving the Project
Adobe automatically saves the project, but it’s a good idea for you to do a manual save
every once in a while. Make sure you’re saving it either to the hard drive or the desktop.
If you’re saving to the desktop, make sure that the final saved project you make gets
moved to the hard drive before you leave class.

Editing the Project
Creating a Title
You should give your Personal Story a creative title. Do not use something like “My
Story” or “My Personal Story” because those are generic and not all that creative. You’ll
also want to include your name so that you can get credit for creating the story. As we
begin the semester we are going to work with a basic title (white letters on a black
background) and then as we move on, we can get more creative and involved with the
titles.
To create this basic title, begin by selecting GRAPHICS in the workspace bar at the top
of the screen, as seen below. Drag the Basic Title template (the arrow points to it) onto
the sequence timeline.

Once you have the Basic Title template on your timeline you can highlight the text and
change it to your title. You can then adjust the font, font sizes, add your name, etc.
There is a link on the EDITING RESOURCES page on TRACS that takes you to the
Adobe site to help you create your title, as well.
The Voice Track
The first element we’re going to work with is your audio track you recorded. Open your
AUDIO folder in the PROJECT menu and you should see your voice track. Take the file
and drag it into the timeline onto A1.
Now, play your audio and pay attention to the audio levels on the right side of the
screen.

Your audio levels for your voice track should peak between -12 and -15. Here this
audio is too loud as you can see it peaks outside of the -12 to -15 range. To adjust this
we’re going to fix the audio gain.
You can get to the audio gain by right clicking on the audio track or by simply hitting the
“G” key.

Select the ADJUST GAIN BY and this is where you’re either going to have to raise the
gain, if your audio is too low (typing in a positive number) or dropping it down, if it’s too
hot (typing in a negative number).
This process is not exact and there’s no magic number to put in the box, but if you
notice in the picture above there is a PEAK AMPLITUDE of -3.7 db. It’s a pretty good
starting point for adjusting the gain to simply adjust the gain by the whole number, so in
this case, you’d adjust it by -3. You may have to add another -1 or -2 to it, but again,
you’ll have to eyeball it.
Once you’ve got the gain set, you can begin leveling out the volume for output. To do
this, your going to raise the volume of the clip by hitting the ] key. You can decrease the
volume by hitting the [ key. Again, this takes some eyeballing. Is all the audio going to
be exactly the same? No, but we want them in the same ballpark between -12 and -15.
Adjusting Music Levels
You’re going to follow the same procedures as above, except you’re going to drop the
music file onto the A2 line. Also, you want to make sure that the audio is somewhere in
the -33 to -36 range so it doesn’t compete with, or overwhelm, your voice track. If you
have a point in your story where you just have music, say like a photo montage, and no
voice track, you’ll want your music during that portion to be between -12 and -15 and
then adjust it back down to -33 to -36 when your voice returns to the story.
Adding and Adjusting Images

Drop your pictures onto the timeline on V2 so that they work hand-in-hand with your
audio track. In general, each photo should be edited to somewhere between a :03-:06
clip, depending on how the picture fits with what you’re saying. This will hold true when
we edit video later in the semester.
Once all of the images are properly cut on the timeline, we have to make some
adjustments. You’ll likely have images that are smaller or larger than the sequence
resolution and you’ll likely have vertical images as well. Highlight all of your images,
right click and select SCALE TO FRAME SIZE.
For any images that have letterboxing (black background) along the top/bottom and/or
left/right of the image do the following:
1.) Highlight these images on V2.
2.) Hold down the OPTION key (ALT on a PC), click on the highlighted images and
drag the images down to V1. You should now have images on both V1 and V2.
3.) Go to the EFFECTS menu (see image below) and type in Gaussian in the search
panel.

4.) Click the Gaussian Blur effect and drag it onto the first clip on V1.
5.) In the EFFECT CONTROLS panel (see image below), you’ll find the Gaussian
Blur effect function (see image below). Click on the blue zero next to Blurriness
under the Gaussian Blur effect function and change it to 30.

6.) Next, right click the clip you just adjusted the blur on and select COPY. Then
highlight all the other images on V1, right click and select PASTE ATTRIBUTES.
You’ve now added the Gaussian Blur to each of these images.
7.) Now, we have to make this image on V1 larger than the one on V2. Drag your
blue play head so that it’s placed on the image you want to edit (see image
below). Click on your first image on V1, and in the EFFECTS CONTROL panel
(see image below), select the SCALE function (see image below), click on the
blue 100 and type in 120. If the black lines disappear and are replaced with a
blurred background of your image as it is in the example below, then you’re good
to go. If not, adjust the number in increments of 10 (130, 140, 150, etc.) until the
lines disappear.

Finishing Touches
Once you reach the end of the editing process above, there are still some finishing
touches you’ll need to take care of.
First, make sure that you cut your voice track so that any audio is removed after you say
your last word, but don’t cut it too close. Once you say your final word, snap your
fingers and it’s at that point where you should cut your audio and remove anything after
the cut point.
Next, make sure that your last clip, whether it be a still picture or video, runs for two
seconds longer than your audio. This is called PAD. If you have images on V1 and V2
make sure they both extend for two seconds. Then, go to your EFFECTS menu and in
the search bar type FILM DISSOLVE and drag the FILM DISSOLVE onto the end of the
last clip(s). Your story will now end with a nice fade to black, signaling to the audience
that the story is over while providing a smooth landing, so to speak.
If you included music, the music should fade down at the end, just as the last clip does.
To do this go to your EFFECTS menu and in the search bar type EXPONENTIAL
FADE. Just as you did with the FILM DISSOLVE, you’ll drag the EXPONENTIAL FADE
onto the end of your music track. The music and the video should now fade down at the
same time.
Exporting the Story
Once you’ve completed the editing process, you’re now ready to export your video for
submission.

1.) On the top menu bar select FILE > EXPORT > MEDIA or hold down COMMAND
M
2.) You will then see this box pop up with a series of settings. In the area highlighted
in the image below check to make sure that your format is H.264 and your preset
is Match Source – High Bitrate

3.) Your story has an OUTPUT name (found in the blue writing in the upper right
corner of the export box) that you’ll need to change. In this example, the output
name is Sequence 01.mp4. For the personal story, click the blue output name
and change the output name to YOURLASTNAME_PS. In the SAVE AS box

that pops up, make sure that you save your file to your desktop and that the
file format is .mp4.
4.) Next, go down to the Basic Video Settings Box and confirm that your video
settings appear as they do in the next picture.

5.) Next, select EXPORT at the bottom of the box and your video file will export to
the desktop.
6.) Once you’ve exported your video to your desktop, watch the exported clip to
make sure that it looks and sounds how you want it to. Make sure that it runs the
proper length and that there are no black frames, jump cuts or other editing
errors.
7.) If everything is good to go, upload the video file (YOURLASTNAME_PS.mp4)
into your TRACS drop box. Do not upload the purple Adobe Project file as that is
not the exported media.

